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The only Dodo Street member who has been alive since The Dodo Exodus
from Mauritius in 1680, Malcolm Creese has played bass for everyone from
Beethoven to Acker Bilk. He has performed or recorded with George Shearing,
George Benson, Lee Konitz, Cleo Laine, Mose Allison, Sting, Diana Ross,
Depeche Mode, John Paul Jones, John Williams, the King's Singers, Carolyn
Sampson, Richard Rodney Bennett, the Allegri, Sacconi and Fitzwilliam String
Quartets, and the LSO, LPO, RPO, BBC Symphony, Northern Sinfonia, English
Chamber, Hallé, Hong Kong Philharmonic and Concertgebouw Orchestras. He
plays in the acclaimed trio Acoustic Triangle - alongside Gwilym Simcock and
Tim Garland. His numerous film credits include Gladiator, Shrek, Cold Mountain,
Lord of the Rings and Paddington. He has based much of his career on the fact
that no-one is aware that Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart said of him: “I do not
really have a favourite bass player”.

He is almost certainly the only member of the band who knows which end
of the bass goes on the floor and is therefore considered something of an expert.

To protect the public from the sheer volume of his playing, Murray
Grainger is not amplified on Dodo Street gigs. From the Proms to Glastonbury,
Edinburgh International Festival to Celtic Connections, it has been discovered
that Murray’s playing balances optimally with other musicians if he is asked to
perform from outside the venue. An unforeseen advantage is that, on those
occasions when he inadvertently plays the wrong piece, it is easy for him to
make a quick getaway.

This largely successful strategy has lead to performances with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, Liverpool Philharmonic, Northern Sinfonia, Scottish Ballet,
Opera North, Almeida Opera and Scottish Chamber Orchestras and with
performers such as Hérétique, Finality Jack, Captain of the Lost Waves and the
Monster Ceilidh Band.

We were unable to replicate the outside-the-venue technique on this
recording without him noticing, and he repeatedly escaped from under the
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blanket we had thrown over him and his accordion. We concede that the
listener may hear his playing from time to time. but have done everything
possible in the interests of public health and damage limitation. Looking
positively at the future, however, we are aware of an increasing amount of
documentary evidence that his young son is attempting to destroy his accordion.

Cormac Byrne has devoted his life to an attempt to contact the ‘Space
Dodos’, based on his belief that life on earth was seeded by an intergalactic
Dodo master- race. His bodhrán playing is an accidental by-product of the
complex, morse-code based rhythm patterns that he has broadcast from his
bedroom since his early teens. Having inexplicably mis-categorised him as a
musician, rather than a cosmic communications expert, many artists have
insisted that he perform with them. Those guilty of this error include: Seth
Lakeman, Uiscedwr, The Scottish Chamber Orchestra, The City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, The RTE
Concert Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra, The Adelaide Symphony
Orchestra, The Hong Kong Chamber Orchestra, Singapore Orchestra of the Music
Makers, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Grammy award winning Abigail
Washburn, Val Doonican, Kefaya, Show of Hands, Tony Christie, Michael
McGoldrick, Soumik Datta and Aruna Sairam. Most of them remain unaware that
he has been transmitting live from the stage to distant solar systems.

Piers Adams’ Nobel Prize for physics was widely predicted as a certainty
by his peers, until the unfortunate moment when he awoke with the absolute
conviction that the Big Bang theory was a conspiracy by Anti-Dodoists. Realising
that the universe was, in fact, hatched from an egg laid by The Great Dodo, he
assessed that the Anti-Dodo lobby had too much international corporate
financial backing with which to compete. He therefore took the unexpected
step of becoming a recorder player. His avowed intention is to disprove the
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Theory of Relativity by fitting in so many notes to a second that his fingers
move faster than the speed of light. In the many hundreds of concerts he has
performed with the Baroque super-group Red Priest, he has succeeded in this
on two separate occasions – leading some to claim that he is the world’s
greatest exponant of the instrument. Unfortunately, the results have not been
accepted by the scientific community, as they were not achieved under
laboratory conditions.

When questioned, Adam Summerhayes is likely to deny being a violinist, a
composer or indeed a musician at all. He dismisses the world-wide critical
acclaim that he has received for recordings and performances as fake news,
refuses to accept that his music has been played on radio stations on every
continent - or on a blockbuster movie - and claims that his enormous collection
of musical instruments was only acquired to irritate his family. As proof, he
points out that he spends too long driving or sitting in airports to find time to
play a fiddle or anything else. Writing poetry better suits such a life-style, he
claims – and explains that he is about to be appointed as the next Poet Laureate,
citing the following poem as incontrovertible proof.

The dodo is a clever bird,
Despite its features (quite absurd),

So you really shouldn’t put one in your stew.
They’re not that bothered what they eat,

Their motto is ‘revenge is sweet’,
So the next one on the menu might be you.

Dodo Street would like to record their thanks to the Guatemalan Trumpet Society for their support with this disc.
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DODO STREET

Dodos as a species are essentially peaceable and inclusive by nature,
being more about connections and tearing down barriers than about
differences and divisions, more interested in diversity and reaching out
than categorisation and classification. Many Dodo philosophers see merit
in the exploration of the potential interactions and interweavings of
musical styles, searching for the common ground that is Dodokind’s
musical spirit - as expressed, for example, in the music of a Celtic fiddler
and his Eastern-European counterpart.

These philosphical justifications may explain Dodos’ instinctive inclination
to combine the diverse folk styles of their own complex musical heritage.
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